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EDITORIAL
by Karen de Wit
Had a lovely holiday in Cairns, Australia with Pete and Debbie and
her clan. Lots of lovely warm weather and swimming, even on the
Great Barrier Reef, and only saw some small sharks!! Saw some local
highlights such as the Crocodiles at Daintree and ate some kangaroo,
crocodile, prawns, lillypilly, etc. Missed the dogs though!

DID YOU KNOW?
In 1998 this article appeared in the Link magazine.
Canterbury Canine Agility Training Society- Fire Display.
Imagine yourself nearly 3 metres above the ground. As you negotiate
a narrow plank you discover that your way is blocked by not one, but
three fiery hurdles. What would you do? Return to the safety of the
ground or leap fearlessly through them? At Canty CATS our specially
trained squad of display dogs, the Vital Display Team not only run
over the dog walk, jump through the flaming hurdles but usually do so
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complete with manic barking and wagging tails!!
CCATS regularly participates in displays to the public. In an effort
to offer the public a “little more” the idea of training dogs to jump
through fir while on a high dog walk (eight feet for those of you
who have not converted to metric) was born. Vital assisted by covering the costs of the custom built dog walk. While the public in NZ
had seen police dogs and some other clubs use fire hoops the dog
walk was felt to offer another element of excitement. It also meant
that the dogs could be more easily seen at the larger public venues.
We had to do some research and experimentation to discover the
right material to use for the hurdles, not to mention the right mixture
of diesel and petrol!!! Training the dogs was also new to us – not to
mention the dogs! Like all training it was done in stages. First
through the hoops on the ground with no fire, gradually adding elements until all the dogs were negotiating flaming hoops on the dog
walk.
I felt that the years of agility training showed when we were training the dogs to complete this new routine. Over the years a real relationship of trust is built up between you and your dog when you
train and compete in agility. After all, all those strange things you
ask your dog to do end up being fun!!!
We have used the fire at several demonstrations now and people
certainly seem to enjoy watching it. While it is fun remember that
we took a lot of time training our dogs and always take every precaution when performing. In the words of old magic shows – “Do
not attempt this in your own home”!!
By Suzanne Nilsson.

Agility is like fine
wool—the quality of the
dog is determined by the
weave
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~ NALA REPORTS ~

Top Ärf Report—by Kim Orlando-Reep.
There has been nothing much happening in Zone 1 during
August, although there have been some agility available in
the far reaches of Zones 2 and 3 for the dedicated. I prefer
not to drive for more than 3 hours to an event in the winter, but unforseen circumstances intervened to rob me of
my weekend at Rotorua and Tauranga. I took my camper
into the local panel beater suspecting a roof leak, but instead was faced with sizeable bill for the eviction of a
large colony of ants who had taken over most of my roof
space.. and got into the wiring. The good news was that it
did get a very good outer clean too - usually a daunting
task a bit like painting the Sydney Harbour Bridge.... and
also got to live indoors for a whole month - hope it doesn't
get to expect such luxuries at home!
Another no less troublesome problem was having 7 bitches
in season at once, which somewhat restricted my movements - but it was good to get that behind me in the winter,
when there’s not much happening. So I missed Rotorua
but did get to Tauranga with most of the bitches OK again.
What a difference a day makes! At least Scud’s obsession
with the opposite sex is useful sometimes and suddenly I
had a small part of his concentration back with his single
use male brain partly returned to agility mode.
The start of the show was delayed until 10am as there had
been complaints from neighbours about barking dogs at
previous shows. Despite this, a triple jumpers and a reasonably large entry, the show still finished in good time.
Winners included Grahams Jeffries, with two B midi wins
with Millie and Michelle Hodges also in B, with 2 wins
with her fast little terrier, Baxter. Vern McAuley and Stacey Hobson from WAG both had C wins, also Christine
Wallace with Dallas and Rosemarie Baker with Kenzy.
The only event in Zone 1 for August was the team trials.
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This was held at Te Hihi on 20th and 21st. I didn’t go, but heard
that the competition for Starter’s place was hotly contested, with
Alan McClumpha and Lou Baker finally pipped by Rosemarie
Baker with her Border Terrier Kenzy, Other results were Novice:
Owen Craig and Brooke. Intermediate: Melissa Stephen and Blue
and Elaine Rohde and Flare for Senior.
Taupo had great weather for it’s double ribbon trial at the end of the
month with 2 beautiful sunny days, though a tad cold in the early
morning. Entries were not huge, so there was plenty of parking
space and a relaxed atmosphere. Not that many competitors had
ventured from Zone 1, but those that did were well rewarded. Fiona
Hodgson and Robin Farquer built quite challenging Intermediates
on the Saturday, whereas Rod Pearce’s on Sunday looked deceptively easier, a open flowing course which nevertheless caught out a
few dogs and handlers.
Chris Richardson has his first probationary appointment, thrown in
at the deep end with Senior 3 under the watchful eye of Fiona
Hodgson. Having trained over some of his courses at Counties I was
expecting him to produce something interesting and I wasn’t disappointed. There was nothing really difficult, just one challenge after
another! There were only 3 clear rounds, but a lot of people managed the trickier parts only to bomb out with missed contacts etc.
The winner was Tiffany Brown and Kyla with a lovely round, and
second was a girl with a German Shepherd having their first Senior
run. I think it was Nicki Oade, but Taupo haven’t published their
results (hint hint) which leaves me relying on my memory… not a
good thing!
I think it’s great to see new, young, enthusiastic judges and I’m
looking forward to running more of Chris’ courses. Alan McClumpha had a good weekend with both his dogs and son Sean had a
Novice win and a 2nd with Mel’s dog Billie. Bevan Dale had wins
and placings and Julie McConkey won an Intermediate.
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Central North Report-by Mel Mankelow
Well not too much to write about again this month, the Zone team
trials have all been run and looks like some great dogs going to be
there again this year the Zone 2 team is Becks & Areo, Sue & Ellie,
Lyn & Jayme and Daryl & Eye C great work guys and really cool to
have a mini dog in there this year I’m sure you will do us proud,
looking forward to heading down south this year going to have a
little holiday while we are there also be good to catch up with the
South Island Agility people. Not to many show’s been on the last
month or so although the fielding show was held the same weekend
as the Zone 2 team trials sounds like it was a great show lots of
great runs and another Jumpers Champ a great big well done to Deb
Jackson and Cheeky Hobson awesome team to watch there seem to
be a few dogs making the Jumpers Champ.
I did forget to mention Kristina & Jazzy also made up to Jumpers
champ at the Rotorua show well done to you too. Also some good
runs there from Tina & Joy and Becks & Areo those Mordor dogs
can really run, Chelsea having some good runs with her younger
dogs, Gift did really well and got a few ribbons very happy with
her, also ran Jack in some Jumpers A courses nice to have a go and
even managed one clear round. Cam & Roxy had some great runs
another win for them, Tauranga followed on Sunday the weather
was not so good lots of hard showers which made the grounds very
slippery some more good runs there Lou running her new boy Perrio he did an amazing job going to be a good little dog, Also Justine
with her young dog Glen had there first time in the ring he was such
a good boy very big was good to see Justine having to really run
total opposite from Pippi, well done I’m sure he will just get better
and better. Jason also got another wetting some of the Northerners
thought they should have there turn so Dyson & Cam arranged a
really nice mix of lots of ingredients it looked like sick !!! but he
took it well lucky they have showers at the grounds although It did
take me 3 washes to get the curdled eggs out of his clothes, he did
say he may think twice about what he throw’s over people in the
future, Callum watched quite amused at what was happening to
Daddy.
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Sorry to anyone I didn’t mention
but haven’t seen any results have
been having computer issues s
just going from memory which is
not the best hopefully will be
sorted for the next months report.

Lower North Reportby Sandra Mohekey
Horowhenua Champ Show
Saturday 30th July
Despite the rough weather of the
week leading up to the show the
rain mostly held off and the
clouds moved and produced a
sunny day. A single agility and
single jumpers were on offer and
the club had invested in some
nice new gear for us to use.
There was a happy mix of us old
faces, new faces from visiting
zone two and four, and brand
spanking new competitors. The
elementary classes were popular
with many experienced competitors introducing their new dogs
to the ring, including Liz with
Tango and Silvia with Cheetah.
Nicola made her return to competition, sharing baby Jared with
his agility aunties whilst she ran
Pixie. Jenny also made a return
to the ring, running one course
before she fell over and deciding

she would let Amanda run the
rest. The Benson dogs featured in
many line-ups, including a B and
an Intermediate win for Shade
and a Novice win for Little Flick.
Robin’s senior and intermediate
courses were well nested and fun
to run, but in senior the new seesaw was dropping very slowly. I
was told not a single micro managed to make it drop and even my
large heading dog, Niko, leapt off
it like a diving board – the look of
astonishment on my face was
mirrored by the “Where has the
ground gone?” look on his. The
crossover tunnel combination
caught out many of us. Liz predicts there will be lots of people
training obstacle discrimination in
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the weeks ahead!
A was a challenging course
which produced some lovely
runs – sort of “Wow, how did
you do that?” reactions - the
best at the wow factor was
Rebecca’s Seeka. Peter and
Quick took out Senior and
midi Intermediate and Mike,
who had been busy showing
off his dogs’ walking shoes,
was delighted to win midi B –
one for the road, so to speak.
It was a good day for Wanganui Club: Senior small was
taken out by Jonna’s Swedish
Vallhund and Barbara’s Shaylar won C maxi. From the
Wairarappa George and Mr
Gee were the successful maxi
team in Novice. But was there
a fix on in Starters? Probably
not, although Noeline’s win
on Sharon’s course kept it all
in the family!
The very happy Elementary A
winner was Helen, whose
Dart has really come of age in
the ring. Darius convincingly
won Elementary B with Blue
(and also came fourth with
another dog).

Kapiti Champ Show Sunday
31st July
As it has been a couple of times
previously this show was held at a
bigger venue rather than the club
grounds, so there were two rings
running. It was very pleasant to
spend the day sitting in the sunshine at the pony club, smelling
the barbeque not the dump. Much
quieter too! I’m sure we all appreciate the extra work the club had
to do to put the show on in a different venue. The AD trial and the
closeness to Wellington seemed to
have attracted a few more entries
than the day before. All the classes
were split except A and elementary.
The AD course was a nice one but
required alertness at the start followed by a huge sprint around two
sides of the ring. Most of the
teams which came to grief did so
in the first five obstacles. Handlers
who did not come to grief and
gained an AD certificate from the
run were Penny and Dice, Darryl
and Keltie, Wendy and Bosun,
Elaine and Merlin, and Ben on his
first ever AD run. Ben’s Remedy
also won Starters midi so he was
on a roll – a reward for all the hard
work at his club’s show on Saturday maybe.
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Other happy handlers included
Rebecca who won maxi Intermediate with Mya and
Wendy’s lovely A course with
Seeka. Elaine who was second
in maxi senior with Eddie, and
Lloyd whose dog was second
in B maxi. Intermediate small
was a fruity line-up of poodles,
two apricots and a white.
C and Starters produced some
great results for Zone Three
handlers. Wendy and Bosun
were second in C and third in
Starters small. Angela’s Tikka
won C midi and did a bit of a
fly-by at prize-giving to celebrate; whilst Liz and Shandy
were delighted to be second.
Maxi C went to Sue and Rez

just ahead of Carol and Stooge.
Sharon’s M won Starters small
and is now in intermediate – but
Noeline’s Diva beat her out by
one day!
Merlin’s Novice midi win means
Elaine now has two senior dogs –
a mixed blessing she felt. Kevin
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The Elementary A course judged
by Penny was won by a slightly
stunned Lawrence (now of Feilding) with his speedy Kelpie. Another newby, Clare from Wanganui, was fourth with BeeGee.

seemed happier with his win in
small, whilst Marian must
have been quite excited – she
was heard to use the expression “hot to trot” as she took
Zephyr in to collect first in
Novice maxi, ahead of Ana
and Blast, and Carol and Meg.
(She says she meant her dog.)

This was a very entertaining
show for the spectators. Apart
from the drama provided by AD,
Karen, who had injured herself
on Saturday, was lending out her
dogs to other handlers and the
runs were fun to watch. Anne
thought she had successfully run
her first ever A with Tama – and
the de Wit lead cheering supported this belief – but she’d left
out a loop of 3 jumps. Kevin and
I who were following her were
reassuring each other that the
course was as we’d walked it.
However a Zone Two person –
whom I cannot name because she
threatened me and although she’s
small she’s fierce – provided the
laugh of the day. She returned to
her chair near the end of the day
and asked those around her
where the fabric back of it was.
Who could have taken it? A dog?
A child? A local person with a
chair back fetish? It had been
there at the start of the day when
she hung her jacket on it but she
hadn’t seen it since she put her
jacket on… Oh look, there it is,
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still in the back of her jacket!
I often have Zone Two people
asking me to mention them. In
this case I won’t use any
names because I want to live
to write another day. However, if you see people wearing chair backs under their
jackets do not attempt to copy
– this is merely a fad
and you’ll just look
silly!
Feilding Jumpers –
20th and 21st August
After the rain and hail
and snow we’d had in
the lower North Island
in the days before, this
could have been a very
unpleasant show – see
the photo of Edon in
my back garden taken on the
Monday, only four days before the show! But the
weather gods smiled on us
and nothing fell from the sky
except some rays of sunshine.
All the classes were split except A and it was good to see
so many new dogs and handlers (as well as old handlers
with new dogs) in C. Happy
Zone Three competitors included: Gee whose win put
Dealt Her out of C – finally!
See what happens when you

actually go to
shows Gee? Kaylah
who won two Cs
with Ollie and Angela who won two
with Tikka are also
now B competitors.
Mark attended the
show to remind
people what he
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looked like and show off his
young dog – a bit of competitive sibling rivalry was definitely on display! He and Coal
ran away with C1 and had another placing – look what happens when you take a break
from the ring. Kevin won C1
small – is he out of C now?
Other Zone threers finding
success in the C ring were Ana
and Blast (who won’t b last –
get it?) who won C3 midi and
Wendy and Bosun who won
C3 small.
Jenny and Amanda took a double in B2 with Shade winning maxi
and Flick winning small. Jonna’s Heydoh won two Bs – but I don’t
know if that has put him in A or not. Jane and Samson won B1 maxi
in a stylish display and Wendy and Ernie deservedly won B4 small.
Alannah and Kepa also won a B against tight competition. With A2
Rebecca and Seeka racked up another challenge – hope someone’s
counting because she dodged her last wetting (for fly champ) by not
remembering how many she had! My apologies to anyone from my
zone whose wins I haven’t mentioned – when the show is at one of
your clubs it is difficult to stand around and watch the prizegivings
so I used the list and I don’t know everyone …yet!
I will mention one zone twoer, Deb, who this year has been seen a
lot more regularly at lower North Island events and who made
Cheeky up to agility champ at DAWG earlier this year turned 2011
into a real blinder by very convincingly gaining enough A successes
to make Cheeky a jumpers champ. She gets a special mention because Cheeky is Pulse’s half sister and because Deb is always so
encouraging and friendly at shows. I hope Pulse has inherited some
of Cheeky’s drive.
Sunday’s competition was marred by two events which required
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medical attention. I’m told Di and Carol are both recovering at their
respective homes. Please send them both good thoughts and kind
wishes for a speedy recovery.
Thank you also to South Rangitikei for the loan of your gear – especially Rod who travelled it back and forth in his van. Look out for
what we hope will be an exciting combined weekend for the two
clubs early next year.
DAWG ribbon trial 27 August
I didn’t get to this show but would like to congratulate Jude who
with Tuppence who won Paul’s Novice – I would have made a
comment about sleeping with the judge, but Jude and Tuppence also
won Starters which Rebecca judged so I won’t say anything except
well done!
Penny and her not such a baby now Haze won Elementary A, whilst
Wayne and Zeba won elementary B. Murray’s Banjo hit all the right
notes to win Intermediate by a convincing margin and Karen and
Zephyr took out senior. Jumpers pairs was won by Elaine and Eddie
working with Wendy and Lady.

Central Bark Cheers from Linley, Kliff and
Fluke
Well, things have been very quiet at the top of the south island during the winter months. Winter overall has been pretty kind and not
too cold but then of course everyone got blasted with the polar blast.
We even had some sprinkling of snow in Stoke at my work (though
it did not settle) which is basically right next to the sea.
August Ribbon Trial 6th August
Another relaxed affair with 1x Agility event and 1x Jumpers event.
Rebecca Sidwell was our Judge who as per usual put on some nice
Ribbon Trial courses for us. Rebecca is always fun to have and fits
right in with us.
Basically Natasha Neame just about took all first place slots with
her dogs with the exception of Nelsonians Michelle and Zig taking
Novice, Linda and Roko taking Jumpers B. Jumpers C went to an-
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AGILITY MOST IMPROVED THIS MONTH
Mark Barrett and Pippa from Wanganui,
a leap of 265.
~ WELL DONE!
other Blenheim person, Sheryl and Q. A lot of newbies having a
shot at Elementary B unfortunately all eliminated but they had fun
trying. Nic Furby brought his new GSD (7) to have a crack at the
Elementary A and took that one. Thanks to Haddy Koessler for
judging this.
I did not make it over the hill for Blenheim the next day due to
work, but I did hear that it was a bit of a reverse situation with a lot
of Nelson people taking the 1sts.
A few events coming up in the next couple of months with Waimak
and then Nelson’s Jumpers event / Flygility Tournament - then of
course the NDTA (be warned, we have our blue wigs ready!). Unfortunately I did not make it up North this year to WAG due to my
calendar being a bit busy which was sad – maybe next year?

Canterbury Tails by Sue McKee,

Teezsa, Rez &

Switch
Hi all,

Well August has been dominated by weather! I read somewhere that
New Zealanders are obsessed with the weather, and no small wonder with it being so predominant in our lives. I remember in Egypt
when we were visiting last year being amazed that they get about
two days a year where it rains. Pretty much their weather is hot and
dry and sunny - apart from an occasional sandstorm - whereas here
in NZ it can change hourly and often does!
Once Rob and I returned from our extended tour of the North Island
it wasn’t long before I was back into the swing of things. There was
a plethora of ribbon trials this month, kicking off with Waimak on
the first Saturday I was home. They were blessed with good
weather and the fields were reasonably big, making it a long day,
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with Link being run afterwards. I wasn’t going to go to Ashburton
the next day, but got all keen and made the trip down. It was a nice
time to start for those travelling, 10am and the roads seemed very uncluttered which meant that the trip took less time than normal. Arriving at the grounds all seemed great, although very cold, until just on
cue the wind picked up as they were about to start, sending buckets
flying across the grounds, tents came unstuck and it was all hands on
deck to control everything before someone or something got damaged. Then it rained. Then it stopped, then the wind died down, then
it came back up again! Poor Mid-Canterbury does seem to draw the
short straw when it comes to weather and the grounds are so exposed
there, but all was conducted in good humour and we all managed. It
was Irene Lock’s birthday and the silly party hats were on display by
some, lucky Irene got to judge in those appalling conditions on her
birthday, but she was rewarded by a cake at the end of it and a rendition of Happy Birthday J
The following week I hosted Mike Butler and Paul Taylor during the
Christchurch leg of Mike’s Hike around the South Island raising
funds for the Cancer Society. I was disappointed that no Christchurch
clubs had done anything formally to promote Mike’s Hike as it is a
fantastic cause and a disease which affects so many people in this
country. I put my hand up late to host Mike as I wasn’t sure of our
whereabouts or if we would be back from up north, and I was glad I
did. A late call for people to join him on his walk from Kaiapoi to
Rangiora didn’t result in many takers - albeit it was a working day the lovely Bruce and Norma came along for the last leg, with Norma
walking and Bruce taking the photos! while Rez and I walked the
11km from Kaiapoi to Rangiora with Mike and Rapid and Ella. It
was great fun although the road was extremely busy at that time of
day, but Rez got to wear one of Rapid’s Day-Glo jackets and at the
end he got to visit the ANZ Bank and take morning tea with the staff
there - how cool is that in a country where dogs are banned from so
many places?
I am hoping that when Mike returns in October people can support his
cause a little more, although unfortunately it is just before the NDTA
when so many people’s minds will be on that big event. He is hoping
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to get 100 dogs and their owners walking the last 2.4km from
Shands Road Hornby to the National Bank at Hornby on Sunday, 16
October around 2.30pm so if you know of anyone who likes to walk
with their dog and could do this, encourage them to give it a go. It
is a shame that it is the second day of Mid-Canterbury’s event the
week before the NDTA as many of us will be tied up with that but
tell your friends and neighbours and encourage them to get out there
and do it. I think Mike is hoping some of the competitors at MidCanty will join him on a short walk in Ashburton on the Saturday.

MIKE’S HIKE.
DID YOU KNOW THAT Mike Butler, who does
the NALA Results is walking around the South
Island raising money for the Cancer Society?
You can follow his progress and make a contribution to the fund.
http://mikeshikenz.blogspot.com/
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CCATS ribbon trial
Next up was CCATS ribbon trial, they were very lucky with their
weather and it was over and done with in good time, not sure who
got where as I rushed off to other commitments around 11.00am.
It’s great for the new and not so new to use ribbon trials to get some
ring time in and, even better, if the weather is poor you aren’t committed to going. Would be nice to see clubs embracing online entries though, I found that was useful when I was travelling to be
able to enter online.
South Canterbury Champ show
I’ve just got back from this and after the snow last week I wasn’t
really looking forward to going. The ground conditions in Christchurch were so wet underfoot and it had been so cold. It was an
early start for me as I left first thing in the morning, around 5.30 and
still just made it in time to walk the course. This was the first time
Timaru had run two rings and although they had to enlist helpers
from outside it ran very well (apart from the usual issues with timers occasionally) and we were all done by 2.00pm (although I understand prize giving was rather drawn out due to the wonderful Ms
Parr not being there to iron out any problems!!). I had long gone by
then as I had things I wanted to do elsewhere and as none of my
runs had been of any mention then I didn’t need to hang around. I
had a couple of clashes both days with my two dogs as one was in
Jumpers C for the last time and the other in B and both maxi which
were opposite one another. So I put Rez to the end in Jumpers C
which was the last class of the day. Unfortunately he pulled off at a
tunnel that I wanted him to go through so that was the end of my
hope for a good run in his last Jumpers C run ever, but as he finished instead of coming with me to his goodie bag which was up on
the fence, he sloped off in the other direction, close to the roadside.
I called him and he came back to me with a Mrs Mac cheese and
mince pie (in wrapper) in his mouth, which he gave to me as if to
say, “Can I have this please?” Well, the answer was a most definite
no as no doubt it had been sitting out in the elements for quite some
time and I really didn’t want to have to deal with the aftermath of
eating a dodgy pie when he’s sleeping in my vehicle overnight!
Even Paul Beswick didn’t want to eat it, I’m sure it would have
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been well past its sell by date. It’s amazing what dogs remember, I
can train and train him for weaves but he ignores them in the ring,
yet he remembered that pie the next day and went looking for it
again (or maybe the chance of finding another one) when he came
out of the ring in the same spot.
Sunday we were all finished early, it was all over by 12.30 enabling
everyone to be on their way in great time, well done Timaru for
stepping up and I am sure we all enjoyed the fantastic weather put
on as well. Hard to believe that three days earlier we had been
snowbound, here we were all sitting around in the sun. I was sharing a cabin with some friends (who shall not be named) and we had
a great time on Saturday night, so much hilarity and after all, if it
wasn’t for the people in the sport we wouldn’t be doing agility - or I
wouldn’t, as the results are pretty thin on the ground most of the
time, and I’m sure most people think the same way.
Mini-Assembly and Team Trials
I only attended day two of this as I wanted some time away from
agility and I hadn’t bothered to put my name forward in what would
have been a total waste of time with my dogs, so I went along to
offer support on day 2 and watch the Mini-Assembly and help out
although everyone was very well organised and it ran seamlessly.
Lisa Duff had taken on the role of getting this going as well as her
duties on the AC and CCOC had offered to host it.
The winner of the Mini Assembly was CCATS - congratulations and the team members for the NDTA are:
Sandra McHugh and Finch (Irish Terrier)
Vanessa Trimble and Force (Border Collie)
Natasha Neame and Tricot (Heading Dog)
Lisa Duff and Zoom (Heading Dog)
And “May the Force be with you”.
All the best for the NDTA, we will all be watching you give your all
for the zone.
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Books

DVD
4 on the Floor
Peter Lewis Teaching agility
Clean Run, Workbook- Introductory, 2x2 Weave Training
Agility Fix It, Contacts & Weave
Intermediate, Advanced
Poles
Clean Run, Games book
Agility Foundation Training
Clean Run, Course design book
Best of the 2006 FCI Agility World
The Clothier Natural Jumping
Championships
Method, by Suzanne Clothier
Best of the 2007 FCI Agility World
Jacqueline O'Neil, All About Agility
Championships
Christine Smith, Your Secret Coach
Contacts: Bridging the Gap BeBuilding Blocks for Performance
tween Training & Competition
Peak Performance - Coaching the Ca- Crate Games for Self-Control &
nine Athlete M.Christine Zink
Motivation
Jumping from A to Z M. Christine
Foundation Jumping 4-DVD Set
Zink
Foundation Training for Agility 3Course Analysis for Agility HanDVD Set
dlers Stuart Mah
Great Dog Great Handler, The Winning Combination
Ruff Love Susan Garrett
Great Dog, Shame about the HanShaping Success Susan Garrett
dler
Dogwise John Fisher
How to Win at Gamblers and
Excel-erated Learning Pamela Reid Snooker
Developing Jumping Skills
On Course to Excel
Reliable Running A-frames
VHS
Success with One Jump 2-DVD Set
Ruth Hobday, Pups progress
Ruth Hobday, Advanced control exer- World Class Weaves—Joe Canova
In FOCUS Crying for Control
cises.
Go the Distance Vol. 1
Puppy Love - Raise your dog the
Clicker way.
Greg Derrett Foundation Video
Greg Derrett, - Great Dog, Shame
About the Handler

LIBRARY ENQUIRIES
DARRYL JEWISS, 33 Bell Rd, Lower
Hutt 5010 , ph: 04-972-7701.
Email: djewiss@paradise.net.nz OR
library@nala.org.nz
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New Zealand Association
of Rally-O
Sept 2011
Any NALA or NZARO member can take part.
Note: End of year awards will be presented to NZARO members A
membership form is available on the website.
Anyone judging must make themselves familiar with the NZARO
Handbook, available on the website www.nzaro.webs.com
Halts, Call forward or Pause.
Where the description of the exercise calls for a halt, a call forward
or a pause, the handler must come to a stop or pause momentarily
by bringing both feet together, before then continuing. Any extra
movement of the feet may be faulted, and a failure to perform a
pause is a failure of the exercise.
This includes the following signs,
All call front and halt signs,
27. Moving Down.
30. HALT – Walk Around Dog.
31. HALT – Down – Walk Around Dog.
36. HALT – Stand – Walk Around Dog.
Note that the moving side step does not have a halt or pause, so the
feet should not come together.
20. Moving Side Step Right. While heeling, the handler takes one step
diagonally to the right and continues moving forward along the
newly established line. The dog maintains heel position. The exercise may be performed just past the exercise sign.
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5
October NZARO Rally
results in by Oct 31st
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NB. 10
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15

SIGNS.
1. Moving side step right ( 20)
2. halt sit (3)
3. Moving down (27)
4 serpentine weave once (24)
5.call front finish rightforward (13)
6. 270 left (10)
7. fast pace (18)
8 normal pace(19)

F

9 About turn right (7)
10. Halt-1-2-3 steps forward (25)
11. spiral right dog on outside (21)
12. call front finish right forward
(13)
13. 270 left turn (10)
14. 360 right (11)
15. 360 right (11)

Send Results to
Mike Butler. Email: mbutler@ihug.co.nz
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AGILITY LINK COURSE for October
Reminder: Judging the weave:- At this stage NALA has not changed its policy on judging the weave-no faults or refusals, touching only to be marked,
and handlers must not pass through the weave.
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Organised by Nevenka Paterson nevenka@xtra.co.nz

Beginners - Under 11's
Plc
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Name
Christopher Johnston
Shannon Roydhouse
Nicole Davis
Paige Davis
Emily Sharratt
Jess Mortimer
George Sharratt
Paige Aukett
Jess Mortimer
Christopher Johnston
Nicole Davis
Jamie Fleming
George Sharratt

Dog
Sasha
Maddie
Amber
Opal
Pickle
Lily
Pickle
Bobby
Kola
Flynn
Scarlett
Pebbles
Jag

Club
N/Taranaki
Selwyn
N/Taranaki
Cambridge
Selwyn
Nelson
Selwyn
U/Hutt
Nelson
N/Taranaki
N/Taranaki
Waimak
Selwyn

Time
6.64
9.03
9.34
9.83
11.15
12.01
12.02
12.40
15.19
17.54
20.96
29.44
555

Club
CHB
Otaki K9's
Whangarei
CHB
North Shore
CHB
U/Hutt
U/Hutt

Time
6.28
7.78
8.30
8.53
9.80
40.51
45.90
555

Club
Mt Maunganui
Mangawhai

Time
23.97
555

Beginners - 12years over
Plc
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Name
Dylan Anderson
Amy Forrest
Rosemary Longuet-Higgins
Dylan Anderson
Kate Salter
Dylan Anderson
Anton Jewiss
Anton Jewiss

Dogs Name
Sam
Scooty
Rosie
Rocky
Phoenix
Jasmine
Ruby
Kiltie

Experienced - 8-11 years
Plc Name
1 Jayden Hishon
2 Erin Ball

Dogs Name
Scooty
Mist

26 Mist

2 Erin Ball

Mangawhai

555

Experienced - 12-15 years
Plc
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
20
20

Name
Hayley Rohde
Hayley Rohde
Briani gray
Hayley Rohde
Megan Jones
Hayley Rohde
Megan Jones
Emma Trimble
Lauren Homer
Hayley Rohde
Zina Gota
Emma Trimble
Emma Trimble
Briani gray
Joe Tompsett
Emma Trimble
Jessica Needham
Lauren Homer
Brittnee Johnston
Lauren Homer
Megan Jones
Megan Jones

Dogs Name
Kiss
Knight
Kahn
Flick
Rogue
Flare
Jinx
Milli
Zac
Bolt
Jacqui
Simba
Flash
Princess Tilly
Katie
Levi
Abbie
Bella
Indi
Tessie
Tessa
Charlie

Club
Counties
Counties
Hawera
Counties
Waimak
Counties
Waimak
Waimak
Mt Maunganui
Counties
Tauraunga
Waimak
Waimak
Hawera
Cambridge
Waimak
Cambridge
Mt Maunganui
Waimak
Mt Maunganui
Waimak
Waimak

Time
13.53
13.90
14.70
16.03
16.15
16.56
17.15
17.17
20.95
24.66
27.44
28.67
31.04
31.47
32.25
33.45
34.71
38.18
41.56
555
555
555

Club
Rotorua
Rotorua
Rotorua
Hawera
Hawera
Hawera
Norwest
Rotorua
Norwest
Hawera
Hawera

Time
13.81
13.85
13.94
14.70
18.14
18.70
20.39
23.21
23.94
27.11
43.00

Experienced - 16-20 years
Plc
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Name
Chelsea Marriner
Chelsea Marriner
Chelsea Marriner
Shanice Clements
Chris Moody
Shanice Clements
Tracey Hart
Chelsea Marriner
Tracey Hart
Shanice Clements
Chris Moody

Dogs Name
Flash
Quest
Spy
Zee
Flash
Trudy
Jenna
Shift
Jacko
Toby
TedE

5

2

7

2

4

6

4

5

12.6
3.5

7

6

5.5

2.5
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Reverse Long jump,
move/angle collapsible tunnel slightly
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Beginners/YKC course for OCTOBER
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AGILITY CLUB COMPETITION ~ DIVISION ONE
1

Rotorua 1

2

Waimak 1

3

Counties

4

WAG 1

5

Upper Hutt

6

Top DAWG

7

Mount
Maunganui 1

8

Sth Canty

9

Cambridge

10 Otago 1

11 North
Taranaki 1
12 East BOP

AgGrCh FDCh JCh Flash
AgGrCh FDGrCh JCh Quest CDX
AgCh Spy ADXG FDX JDX
Troy
GrAgCh Zoom FD
Quiz
AGCH FDCH Kiss JDX
FDCH Knight AD JDX
Flick JD FD
Lacey
Phantom
Nemo
QuickMagic
Dee
FDCh Jed ADX
FDGRCh AgCH Seeka ADXS JDX
FDGRCh AgCh Mya ADXG JDX
Cider ADXG
J J Cricket
Cheeky
Sage
Benji
Chase
Travis
Ace
Asta ADX
Kosima ADXG, JDX
Flynn AD
Juice
AgGrCh Kay J
Spice AD
Breeze
Mulga
Joy
Fizz ADX JD
Robbie ADXG JDX

Chelsea Marriner
Chelsea Marriner
Chelsea Marriner
Graeme Lawson
Lisa Duff
Roselle Bremmers
Hayley Rohde
Hayley Rohde
Hayley Rohde
Melanie Held
Susan McKay
Sandy Rostron
Peter de Wit
Karen de Wit
Anne Packer
Rebecca Sidwell
Rebecca Sidwell
Angela Denton
Jan Murden
Deb Jackson
Natasha Kenny
Bronwyn Rumble
Alana Robertson
Natasha Coulter
Alice Cameron
Tarah Hunt
Lou Baker
Karen Grant
Anne Cook
Anne Cook
Nadene Hoskins
Rae Mayhead
Laurel Austin
Tina Mitchell
Joanne Allan
Tina Mitchell

13.810
13.850
13.940
13.587
14.151
15.548
13.530
13.900
16.030
14.343
14.796
15.082
15.076
15.752
15.796
13.275
14.499
19.117
15.515
15.563
16.396
15.204
16.289
16.777
14.100
16.822
19.213
16.388
16.715
17.251
18.279
18.572
20.459
14.500
18.310
27.070

41.600

43.286

43.460

44.221

46.624

46.891

47.474

48.270

50.135

50.354

57.310

59.880
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DIVISION TWO
1

2

Wanganui
2A

Hawkes Bay
2

3

Central HB

4

Nelson 2

5

Blenheim

6

Taupo

7

Taieri

8

Mt
Maunganui 2

9

10

Wanganui
2B

Mid Canty

11

Napier

12

CCATS

AgGrCh Pippa ADXG

Mark Barrett

14.237

44.479

Zak JD
Shade
Vinvin

Andrea Williamson
Andrea Williamson
Debbie Middlemiss

14.832
15.410
14.284

45.489

Sheeba ADXG
Samson
Breeze
Fly
Taz
Taya
Fluke
Roko
Tricot
Bella
Q
Rumur
Scandal ADX
AgCh Jayme ADX JDX
Flicker
Bob
Delta
Jazz

Campbell List
Colleen O`Connor
Catherine Harty
Catherine Harty
Kim Loye
Christine Henderson
Linley Barrett
Linda Humphries
Natasha Neame
Natasha Neame
Sheryl Vincent
Dyson Beasley
Dyson Beasley
Lyn Sayers
Paul Remon
Don Leckie
Barbara Lowen
Shelley Stewart

15.362
15.843
14.409
15.169
17.410
15.242
15.826
16.012
15.055
16.342
16.986
15.214
17.327
18.350
15.990
17.500
18.490
13.988

52.394

Cookie
Zac
Cash

Sue Andresen
Lauren Homer
Nikki Penman

17.450
20.956
15.937

54.782

Chloe
Varna
Paddy

Nikki Penman
Bronwyn Morgan
Bernadette
Thompson
Ian Clearwater
Tui Clucas
Rebecca Holland
Celina Lovejoy
Kathleen Graham
Kathryn Snook
Sarah Stephenson
Emma Mugford

18.334
20.511
16.820

55.700

Tip
Bud
Aero
JJ of Carlyle AD
Dash
Izzy
Millie
Max

18.380
20.500
15.727
17.180
26.030
17.334
20.967
21.327

46.988

47.080

48.383

50.891

51.980

58.937

59.628
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DIVISION THREE
1

Nth Shore 3A

2

Mangawhai

3

Waimak 3

4

Horowhenua

5

Nth Shore 3B

6

Whangarei

7

Canty COC

8

Sthland

9

Wairarapa

10 Tauranga 3

11 Sth Rangitikei

Faith
Hiska
Lucy
AD Sioux
Gem
Pearl
Force
Milly
The Stig
Dice
Jen
Zara
Josie
Cara
Brodie
Sky
Average Joe
Zito ADXB
Lexie
Foe
Allie
Midge ADXB.JDX
Lulu
Miss T
Zephyr ADXB
Millly Molly Mandy
Smudge
Deci ADXB JD
Chase ADX JD
Lucky ADX FD JD
Yani
Shandy
Pollyanna

Simone O'Meara
Matilda van Rijnberk
Hayley Webb
Jinnie Gailey
Jinnie Gailey
Annette Flannagan
Vanessa Trimble
Emma Trimble
Mia Beswick
Penny Nalder
Nicola Bell
Suzie Wheatley
Bruce Ronald
Cheryl Ritchie
Kelly Daniel
Ani Van Sinten
Bev Winn
Rebecca Roper
Tim Conolly
Meredith Evans
Rob Thirkettle
Joanne Rennell
Rae Evans
Trisha Cameron
Karen Bealing
Caragh Briggs
Ana Workman
Marion Pope
Jocelyn Jensen
Helen Moorhead
Silvia Rizzi
Liz Tolhurst
Rod Pearce

15.129
15.430
15.795
15.720
16.750
16.780
15.820
17.175
17.782
15.274
18.194
18.472
15.966
16.824
19.163
17.410
17.940
18.540
17.359
17.362
19.575
17.284
17.992
20.084
16.000
20.080
20.510
20.219
20.812
22.822
15.590
17.100
32.070

46.354

49.250

50.777

51.940

51.953

53.890

54.296

55.360

56.590

63.853

64.760
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DIVISION FOUR
1

Hawera

2

Selwyn

3

Otaki K9s

4

Go DAWG

5

Norwest

6

CHB Orange Roughies

7

Hawkes Bay 4B

8

Dog Sport Rotorua

9

Hawkes Bay 4A

10

Tauranga 4A

11

Tokoroa

12

Tauranga 4B

13

Otago 4

14

Nth Taranaki 4

Kahn
Zee
ADX Bronze FDX Flash
Jag
Chynah
Leo adx
Fancy
Hunter ADX JDX FD
Kashi ADXG FDX JDX
Merlin
Monte
Beau
Bella
Lass
Jenna
Loose
Poppy
Maggie
Bruno
Shuffle
Jana
Bobby
Tui
Boo
Rocky
Ringo
Leo
FeeBee JD
Jacqui
Tama
Drift
Jim ADX JD
Shine
Kobi
Wilbur
Jade
Holly
Ivy
Buddy
Sasha
Amber
Scarlett

Carl Ranford
Shanice Clements
Debbie Towler
Carole Logan
Sue Neale
Sarah Ward
Aprille McGee
Diane Miller
Diane Miller
Elaine Herve
Sandra Athea
Kim Paice
Colleen Lauder
Colleen Lauder
Tracy Hart
Kim Loye
Sharon Simonsen
Olwyn Johnston
Julie Wester
Robyn Fargher
Dot Janssen
Jeff Parker
Judy Casey
Raewyn Saville
Ann Anderson
Dot Janssen
Robyn Fargher
Helen Moorhead
Rusty Jones
Pam Williams
Gina Boreham
Amanda Benson
Gina Boreham
Jocelyn Jensen
Kate Audas
Norm Collison
Michelle Cole
Michelle Cole
Marjo Buis
Nicola Johnston
Denise Davis
Denise Davis

13.673
14.709
18.144
17.180
18.460
19.761
16.720
19.320
20.600
16.756
19.903
21.424
19.948
20.318
20.390
16.606
19.706
24.929
18.177
20.432
22.794
15.560
26.500
26.600
20.571
23.575
33.069
27.117
27.441
28.267
26.150
26.380
30.460
21.334
27.267
36.217
25.498
29.239
41.852
25.117
33.758
46.214

46.526

55.401

56.640

58.083

60.656

61.241

61.403

68.660

77.215

82.825

82.990

84.818

96.589

105.089
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FLYGILITY STD RESULTS, JULY
Plc Team
1 Ball Fighters

Total
2.060

2 Mount 1

32.400

3 Sulphur City Slickers (Rotorua) 32.940

4 Top DAWG

36.180

5 Rotovegas Rebels (Rotorua)

36.380

6 Counties Knight Flickers

37.317

7 Dog Sports Rotorua team 1

37.930

8 Counties Orange Roughies

39.601

9

40.710

10 Wanganui Opals

41.560

11 WAG

41.660

12 Taranaki Black \'n\' Blues

41.750

13 Counties Trail Blazers

42.364

14 Counties Bolt's Tearaways

42.543

15 Counties Case of Robbers

42.680

16 Hawkes Bay 2

44.195

17 Counties Mac Flyers

44.346

18 North Shore 1

45.210

Dog
Handler
Time
Niko
Sandra Mohekey
2.060
Pepsi
Nichola Cole
Pippi
Lynda Cummins
Breeze
Mel Mankelow
32.400
Cheeky
Deb Jackson
Cookie
Sue Andresen
AgGrCh FDCh JCh Flash
Chelsea Marriner
32.940
AgGrCh FDGrCh JCh Quest CDX
Chelsea Marriner
FDCh Shift ADX JDX
Chelsea Marriner
FDGRCh AgCH Seeka ADXS JDX
Rebecca Sidwell
36.180
FDGRCh AgCh Mya ADXG JDX
Rebecca Sidwell
AgCh Bee ADXS FD JDX
Louise Williams
McLeod
Paula Nixon
36.380
AgCh Spy ADXG FDX JDX
Chelsea Marriner
Rua
John McFarlane
Chloe
Shirley Hall
37.317
Flick JD FD
Elaine Rohde
FDCH Knight AD JDX
Allan Rohde
Chan
Raewyn Saville
37.930
Tui
Judy Casey
Bobby
Jeff Parker
39.601
AGGRCH JCH OBCH Flare FDX TCQ Elaine Rohde
Jess
Joan Holyoake
AGCH FDCH Kiss JDX
Hayley Rohde
Fly
Catherine Harty
40.710
Poppy
Eileen Blake
Taz
Kim Loye
Heydoh
Jonna Gibson
41.560
Molly
Bruce Lacey
Shaylar FD
Barbara James
AgCh Sharky ADXG JDX FDX
Fiona Ferrar
41.660
Shakira AD
Susan McKay
Phantom
Susan McKay
Cloud
Patricia Martin
41.750
Song
Rae Mayhead
Mulga
Laurel Austin
Blaze
Marilyn Lambert
42.364
Tip ADXB, FDX
Margaret Anderson
Tosca
Louise Van Meygaarden
Bolt JD FD
Elaine Rohde
42.543
Charm FD
Hayley Rohde
Skye
Joan Holyoake
Kees
Leni Koper
42.680
Robbie
Nicole Beaumont
Yogi
Louise Van Meygaarden
Romar
Dot Janssen
44.195
Samson
Colleen O`Connor
Veesa
Lorraine Lennox
Mac. ADX FDX
Shirley Hall
39.346
AgGrCh FDGrCh Rocket JDX
Elaine Rohde
Roxy
Marilyn Lambert
Bracken
Sheeran Johnson
40.210

Flts
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

5
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18 North Shore 1

45.210

Bracken
Sheeran Johnson 40.210 5
Bess
Dave Swinyard
Joe
Joanne Turner
19 Deputy DAWG
46.345 Zephyr FDX
Marian Holman
46.345 0
Merlin
Elaine Herve
Jack AD FD
Chris Ross
20 norwest 1
50.460 Chester
Joan McFarlane
50.460 0
Jenna
Tracy Hart
AD Zoe
Karen Smith
21 Wairarapa 2
52.690 Blast
Ana Workman
52.690 0
Smudge
Ana Workman
Whizz
Debbie Paterson
22
57.056 GrAgCh Zoom FD
Lisa Duff
57.056 0
AG CH Tui
Anne Godfrey
Quiz
Roselle Bremmers
23 Wanganui Goldens
60.000 FDCH Jordy ADX
Barbara James
60.000 0
Peanut
Richard Steele
Pippi
Jonna Gibson
24 Dog sports Rotorua team3 61.250 FD Midge
Raewyn Saville
61.250 0
Lazer
Judy Casey
Abbie
Judy Casey
25 Counties Challaces
63.444 Chi
Anna Snell
63.444 0
Dallas
Christine Wallace
Goofy
Leni Koper
26 Dog sports Rotorua team 2 65.690 FD Lucy
Rosslyn Prichard 65.690 0
Boo
Raewyn Saville
Abbie
COLLEEN PAKES
27 Under DAWG
66.067 Toonie ADX FDX
Chris Ross
66.067 0
Cleo FDX
Marian Holman
Eddie ADXG
Elaine Herve
28 Southland
68.930 Flynn
Jo Miller
68.930 0
Skipper
Dawn Barry
Abbey
Karen Turner
71.750 MAx
Vari Nicholson
56.750 15
29 Upper Hutt
Cy-4 FD
Kathryn Bayne
FDCh Jed ADX
Anne Packer
30 Rotorua Legends
73.250 Legend
Chelsea Marriner 73.250 0
Reily
Louise Ray
Tahi
Jeni McFarlane
31 North Shore 2
75.530 WT CH FD CH Laddie Sheeran Johnson 75.530 0
Cody
Joanne Turner
Peggy
Dave Swinyard
32 Tga 1
76.030 Deci ADXB JD
Marion Pope
76.030 0
FeeBee JD
Helen Moorhead
Tulli AD JD FD
Shelley Clark
33 OTAKI 1
91.120 Diva
Noeline Wagener 91.120 0
Fancy
Aprille McGee
Dart
Helen Carter
34 oddlemunsters
98.030 Nie
Delcie Walkington 98.030 0
Kimba
Carol Galliers
Reece
Carol Galliers
35 Whangarei Flyers
104.120 Fitz
Ani Van Sinten
104.120 0
Ted
Rebecca Roper
Taragh
Ann Kenny

34
36 Taranaki Blond Bombshells 108.220 Rosie
Patricia Martin 108.220 0
Breeze
Rae Mayhead
Jade
Jill Sorensen
37 Wairarapa 1
118.020 Sam
Stacie Clark
118.020 0
Roxy
Stacie Clark
Millly Molly Mandy Caragh Briggs
38 Ted E Trio
122.020 Ted
Chris Moody 122.020 0
Jess
Judy Towers
Kandie
Ian Wooldridge
39 Counties Mini Flyers
123.217 Jacques
Marie Pearman 123.217 0
Mandy
Sylvia Lord
MJ
Marie Wales
40 Counties Black and Whites 130.356 Bounce
Marie Wales 130.356 0
Coal
Hayley Rohde
Ginny
Leni Koper
41 Hawkes Bay 1
5555.000 Ch'lee
Jane Webley 0.000 0
Ringo
Dot Janssen
Roxy
Campbell List

Last August (2010) Counties held a two day tournament with two
courses running at the same time. This was their first time running
two courses at the same time and it proved to be a bit of a challenge
trying to keep things flowing. The main problem seemed to be the
ability to get dogs to the start line at times as they were often involved in both courses at the same time particularly as you got
closer to the finals. This August (2011) Counties ran another two
day tournament again with two courses running at the same time.
This time the whole tournament ran a lot smoother and although
there were clashes, there were nowhere near the same number as the
previous year. So what was the difference??
To start with, some details about events and entries. In 2010 there
were 10 events, 290 entries, with each dog eligible to enter 6 events.
In 2011 there were 16 events, 500 entries, with each dog eligible to
enter 8 events. Even if you take into account the extra events on
offer, numbers were up by about 20% on the previous year.
One of the reasons why I think the 2011 tournament ran a lot
smoother than the 2010 was because we were a little more prepared
for running two courses at a time. And the assistance provide by
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the competitors themselves with judging/box loading/calling the
draw was invaluable. Another reason, and a more significant one,
was the new structure of the classes. Having the 4 classes where a
dog is eligible to enter only 2 of those classes gave us the ability to
schedule events in such a way that (most of the time) dogs were not
competing in both rings at the same time. This did not always happen and handlers with multiple dogs were sometimes competing in
both rings with different dogs. However, overall, this was not the
big issue it was the previous year and one way we overcame these
clashes was to decide which ring took precedent – usually the one
closest to completing.
One area that did continue to cause issues was the team’s events.
We ran two pairs events and in those cases we were trying to get 4
dogs to the start line at the same time instead of just 2. I guess one
way to alleviate that issue a little would be to run any teams events
at the end of the day where they could mostly be run by themselves.
As far as the results go, with the exception of Jewel handled by
Monica Brookes (Allan Harrison was not available) the results
seemed to be spread around quite a bit which was pleasing to see.
One of the concerns that was expressed was that dogs would be doing too much with the 8 events. At this tournament, and again with
the exception of Jewel, dogs were not having any more runs than
they had achieved the previous year with 6 events. This was partly
due to the new structure meaning fewer dogs in all but the beginner’s classes and therefore fewer rounds to win that class. Despite
this, there is always the potential that some exceptional dogs may
have a lot of runs and handlers do need to consider that when entering. Or an alternative would be for organisers to run fewer events
but include more plate events. This would definitely spread the
runs around a b it more evenly.
The other thing we did was hold the prize giving after the conclusion of each event. This is something that has started to happen at
tournaments up north and it seems to have worked well. I initially
had reservations about this and we were not going to do it. However, as a last minute thing we decided that at the conclusion to the
class, the other class would be stopped for a few minutes while the
prize giving was completed. This seemed to work well and did not
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delay proceedings too much.. This approach is much better than trying to complete it all at the end of the day when a lot of people have
already gone home anyway..
Overall there have been a lot of positive comments about the tournament and its format etc which is pleasing to hear. And as always
there are still some things to improve on but nothing too significant.
So what happens when numbers are not that high? How does the
club plan which events to run? With regards to what to run, I think
the aim should be to have one complete set of events as a starting
point. Then from there, depending on time you could add the likes
of a Beginner and Senior, or an Intermediate and Advanced, which
will give all dogs an even number of classes. Alternatively you
could add plate events to fill in the time. Or a combination of both.
In some areas, there are not enough Advanced dogs under the new
class structure so this will it will not be practical to run an Advanced class. When we first started running flygility tournaments
back at Wairarapa we used to contact the Advanced dog handlers to
see if they would be attending. If there were enough then we would
run the Advanced class otherwise we just ran another class. This
approach does mean Advanced dogs will have less runs but that
should be a short term thing. And to counter that you could add an
extra senior class. This would have two benefits; one is that Advanced dogs would get the run they are missing out by not having
an Advanced class. The other is that the Intermediate/Senior dogs
would get an extra run and this would help get them through to advanced quicker so that the Advanced class came be run more regularly.
Although it is still too early to say for sure, from the few tournaments I have seen run under the new class structure I believe long
term this will be good improvement to the sport, more so in the areas where higher numbers exist…

FLYGILITY STANDARD
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Next Challenge Course – September
The monthly courses can be downloaded from
the files section of the NALA group. These can
be accessed from the following web address:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/NZAgility/files/
Flygility/Monthly%20Courses/
These have been uploaded as PDF documents
and you should contact me if you require the
courses in a different format.
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STANDARD FLYGILITY COURSE
OCTOBER 2011
results to be in by Oct 31st
O
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AGILITY LINK.
COPY: All copy - correspondence, articles, etc should be sent
to the Editor. All copy must have the name and address of the
contributor. Limit number of words to 500 or one A4 page.
Copy may be abridged or edited.
COURSE PLANS – Any member may submit course plans.
Supply as Course designer or in scale in black pen on an A4
sheet Portrait size, or Course Design computer format. Publication is not guaranteed.
AGILITY LINK does not accept responsibility for the views expressed by contributors and retains the right not to publish
submissions for reasons of space or suitability.

ALL SUBS TO THE TREASURER. Cheques should be made
payable to NALA. Payment must be received by the 27th of
the month to be current.
EMAIL GROUP: to join send a message to:
NZAgility-subscribe@yahoogroups.com

WEBSITE:
NZAgility

located

at

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/

RESULTS: www.nala.org.nz

ADVERTISING.
$10 - 1/4 page
$15 - 1/2 page
$20 - full page
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On

Paws

Agility Equipment
Manukorihi Drive, Kawerau
Phone: 073237239 or 0274756976
Email: onpaws.agility@yahoo.co.nz
www.onpawsagility.com
On Paws Agility Equipment is owned and operated by Jason Hughes and
Mel Mankelow. We both compete with our four dogs Bailey, Jack, Indi and
Breeze in Agility and can be often found somewhere around the North
Island most weekends competing.
We now sell a wide range of Agility and Dog Training gear so please feel
free to visit our website to see our entire product range or contact us by
phone or email for any further information you require.
Competition Contact Gear
Aluminium Frame work
Steel Frame work
Wooden
Training Contact Gear

Weaves
3 or 4 piece weaves
Channel Weaves with guides
Lockable weaveamatic weaves
Training Weaves
2 by 2 weaves

Detachable Hoop Jump
Dog Crates for vehicles or home
Tunnels
Competition Flexi Tunnels
Chute Tunnels
Home Training Tunnels

Jumps
Standard Jumps 3 types
Wing Jumps various designs
Training Jumps

Tracking Gear
Dog Toys and car boot locks

We are happy to make any training aid you want,
just give us the details
Visit our website to see more or give us a call

